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2.3.3 Teachers use ICT enabled tools effective teaching and learning process including online e-

resources

ICT serves as a teaching and learning medium. It serves as both a teaching tool and a learning

medium, allowing both teachers and students to learn. Teachers of Dhanvantari Homoeopathic

Medical College Hospital And Research Centreacquainted with knowledge of computers. College

organizes case presentations, seminars by using homoeopathic software's like RADAR and Zomeo.

During seminars Software operation and its application in the practice was learn by the students

The institute provides one computer in each department. To support active learning, college has

computer lab in that 17 computers are present along with wifi facilities. Dhanvantari Hornoeopathic

Medical College Hospital And Research Centre has its oivn digital library in that PDF of different
books were present it also provides the online search engine for MUHS and Shodhganga.

Teachers use computers for updating of their knowledge. During COVID 19 erc ICT plays and

important role to continue the educational system.All teachers were using web cameras and internet

ascess like Google meet, zoom it helps to communicate with all students.

Teachers also prepare advanced teaching plans on computers. The institution offers a variety of
trainiag €our5€s for teachers to help them becorne familiar with new technology. Each classroom has

a projector antl audiovisual equipment to provicle students with high-quality digital learning. For

sfudents and teachers, there are more than 50 computers available.

Students can watch recorded lectures on the Dhanvantari Homoeopathic Medical College Hospital

and Research Centre YouTube account at their convenience. Teachers prepare a power point
presentation for teaching purpose for references teachers uses Google chrome, you tube, scientific
research publications, different online ppt's. Teachers also use many animation videos of systems like

respiratory, circulatory etc. due to which students concepts about topic was clearer.

Teacher's uses social media platforms like what's app are used extensively by teachers and students

for sharing of data and important information. ICT enabled tools like PPT, software, RADAR , CD,

You fube videos, are the common AV aids are used to make teaching and learning more effective. In

.our institute maximum teachers are digitally literate.
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